Appendix J
FLUORIDATION’S LACK OF EFFECTIVENESS:
There is no government scientific department(s), or agency with oversight responsibility
for the efficacy, safety, total exposure, or ethics of fluoridation. If we think the financial
sector lacked government oversight and accountability, resulting in a current banking
crisis, the scientific side of health care has a similar lack of oversight and is resulting in a
crisis for some aspects of our health care system. Fluoridation is an unregulated aspect
of healthcare, which will one day be viewed as one of the 10 greatest public health
blunders of the 20th Century.
1.
Current scientific literature is generally finding little or no effectiveness from
fluoridation.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Studies finding benefit are frequently
historical and flawed for lack of controlling confounding factors and basic statistics.20 21 22
The NIH (National Institute of Health) and Surgeon General’s report suggest efficacy
estimates based on randomized controlled trials under ideal circumstances are
preferred; however, no one disputes that in the case of fluoridation those types of
studies would be difficult and have never been done. Therefore, a greater degree of
caution and margin of safety must be used to protect public health than with most drugs.
In 2007 Pizzo et al reported a review of original fluoridation articles from 2001 to 2006
and found “. . . it is now accepted the primary cariostatic action of fluoride occurs after
tooth eruption. Moreover, the caries reduction directly attributable to water fluoridation
have declined in the last decades. . . whereas enamel fluorosis has been reported as an
emerging problem in fluoridated areas. Several studies conducted in fluoridated and
non-fluoridated communities suggested that this method of delivering fluoride may be
unnecessary for caries prevention.”23
2.
After 60 years of fluoridation, we should be able to detect the effectiveness of
fluoridation. Current effectiveness studies concur that there appears to be little or no
detectable benefit from fluoridation. 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 As reflected in the two
graphs below, regardless of fluoridation all developed countries have reduced dental
decay to similar low levels. Therefore, suggestions that the ubiquitous halo effect
benefits neighboring communities35 are flawed.
Graphs A and B36 show the decline of decay over several decades. Regardless
of whether the country has fluoridated water, fluoridated salt, or no fluoridated products,
decay rates are similar. Clearly, other factors (such as socioeconomics) are more
relevant than fluoridation.

Graph A

Graph B

3.
Lourox in 199637 reported data on counties in Washington State (Graph C - was
not drawn by the author). With 46% of public water users fluoridated, no significant
reduction in dental decay could be detected in the fluoridated areas. In spite of the lack
of fluoridation’s benefit, the Department of Health and other Public Health officials
aggressively promoted fluoridation. As of 2008, 59% of public water users in
Washington State are fluoridated.
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4.
Ranking 50 US states based on the percentage of residents receiving fluoridation
(ascending line Graph D) and plotting the low income segment of the population
reporting very good/excellent teeth (lower horizontal line Graph D) and the high income
segment reporting very good to excellent teeth (upper horizontal line Graph D), finds
about 53% of the poor and 82% of the wealthy have very good to excellent teeth

regardless of fluoridation. A state could fluoridate zero or 100% of their population
without change to decay incidence.38 39 40 41
a.
“It is remarkable... that the dramatic decline in dental caries which we have
witnessed in many different parts of the world has occurred without the dental profession
being fully able to explain the relative role of fluoride in this intriguing process.”42
b.
“A very marked decline in caries prevalence [in Europe] was seen in children and
adolescents...The number of edentulous adults in Europe has also been declining
considerably."43 99% of Europe is fluoridation free and limited use of fluoride salts.
c.
“The caries attack rate in industrialized countries, including the United States and
Canada, has decreased dramatically over the past 40 years." (regardless of
fluoridation).44
d.
“Since the 1960s and 70s, however, a continuous reduction (in tooth decay) has
taken place in most 'westernized' countries, it is no longer unusual to be caries-free.. . It
is difficult to get a full picture of what has happened, as the background is so complex
and because so many factors may have been involved both directly and indirectly. In
fact, no single experimental study has addressed the issue of the relative impact of all
possible factors, and it is unlikely that such a study can ever be performed.”45
e.
“Caries prevalence data from recent studies in all European countries showed a
general trend towards a further decline for children and adolescents. . . The available
data on the use of toothbrushes, fluorides and other pertinent items provided few clues
as to the causes of the decline in caries prevalence.”46
5.
The Centers for Disease Control promotes substances, “markets”, advises,
recommends, collects data, but does not determine the safety, efficacy, toxicology,
exposure, dosage, or ethics of substances. The CDC promotes fluoride as a “major
factor in the overall decline in recent decades in the prevalence and severity of dental
caries in the United States and other economically developed countries.”47 For this
alleged multinational effectiveness, the CDC repeatedly uses historical references. A
repeated CDC reference is the “anecdotal” historical report of Bratthall et al. 1996, which
questioned a group of experts for their opinion on “Reasons for the caries decline: what
do the experts believe?” “A main finding of our study was that there was a very large
variation in how the experts graded the impact of various possible factors. In fact, only
in the evaluation of “fluoride toothpaste” was there a clear, positive agreement among
experts.” 48 The CDC’s claim that fluoridation is one of the ten greatest public health
achievements of the 20th Century is not supported by the CDC’s own listed reference. In
fact, a review of original studies in 2007 by Pizzo et al found fluoridation in industrialized
communities unnecessary.49 The Washington Department of Health does not determine
the safety of fluoridation and relies on other agencies, none of which determine the
safety and efficacy of fluoridation.
The CDC admits “there are no randomized, double-blind, controlled trials of water
fluoridation.” The CDC further references historical studies conducted from 1945
through the early 1980s which contained significant flaws, such as failing to control for
confounding factors of delayed tooth eruption, differences in socioeconomics, race,
and/or lack of statistical significance.50 (See Section V, for Risks)
6.
The International Academy of Oral Medicine and Toxicology reports “no
discernible health benefit with fluoridation.”51 Many good scientists are opposed to
fluoridation.52 The Environmental Protection Agency scientists through their union have
said fluoridation no longer reduces tooth decay, if it ever did.

7.
Cessation of fluoridation has not been shown to usually result in an increase in
dental decay.53 The CDC claims, “When fluoridation is withdrawn and there are few other
fluoride exposures, the prevalence of caries increases” however, the CDC’s own
references do not accurately support the CDC’s unqualified statement. For example, the
CDC reference “In spite of discontinued water fluoridation, no indication of an increasing
trend of caries could be found in Kuopio”.54
8.
In some places the CDC, IOM (Institute of Medicine), and NRC (National
Research Council) suggest potential benefits from fluoridation would be during the
development of the tooth up to eight years of age. The level of fluoride in saliva is so
minor as to have minimal effect on oral bacteria. Researchers report the potential
cariostatic benefit from fluoride is “topical and not systemic.”55 When carefully
evaluated, the CDC comments are clearly conflicting and not in agreement with current
published studies.
9.
Current epidemiological effectiveness comparisons56 57 58 between Washington
State with 59% of the population receiving fluoridated water and Oregon’s 19%59 find
Oregon having similar or better dental health with a third the percentage of population
fluoridated (confounding factors similar or in Washington’s favor).60 61
10.
Comparing counties in New York State (Graph E) finds no detectable benefit
from fluoridation (blue line is low socioeconomic residents, the red line is high, and the
black line is the percentage of people in each county on fluoridated water).
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11.
Ranking states on the increasing percentage of population fluoridated finds an
increasing trend in the percentage of individuals with six or more teeth missing.62 (Graph
F) Certainly if fluoridation reduced tooth loss, we would expect the opposite to occur.
12.
Proponents suggest “studies prove water fluoridation continues to be effective in
reducing tooth decay by 20-40%” 63 when in fact biostatisticians find the same studies
show no significant benefit.64

Part of the support for the alleged effectiveness from fluoridation is the graph and
references below.65 The numbers are not disputed; however, the two events are not
related because:
a.
Communities with or without fluoridation have decreased DMFT
(decayed, missing, or filled teeth) to similar levels and show a similar decline.
b.
It is statistically improbable - if not impossible - for a random 17%
increase of population to be treated, resulting in a 70% drop in incidence for the entire
population. To achieve those stunning results, fluoridation projects would have had to
target specific high-risk individuals rather than random communities.

It is not unreasonable to consider whether two events are related, but it is unreasonable
for police powers to continue after 50 years to be used to force medication without
evidence for effectiveness.
13.
Cost of dental treatment is not lower in fluoridated communities.66 Certainly if
fluoridation were to reduce dental decay by 15-40% as some claim, the cost for dental
treatment should be lower.
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